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NCCI senior actuaries and leaders met
to discuss a broad range of potential
workers compensation (WC) infrastructure issues related to COVID-19.
The discussion included potential data
reporting and Experience Rating Plan
(Plan) impacts as a result of the virus.
During this same time, NCCI Affiliate Services contacted NCCI carrier
affiliates to obtain their perspective
on COVID-19-related issues. In addition, informal concerns raised by
state regulators were also taken into
consideration. Time was of the essence
because the earliest possible COVID-19
WC claims could be reported as soon as
mid-2020.
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Founded in 1923, the mission of the National
Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI) is to
foster a healthy workers compensation system.
In support of this mission, NCCI gathers data,
analyzes industry trends, and provides objective
insurance rate and loss cost recommendations.
These activities—combined with a comprehensive
set of tools and services—make NCCI the source
you trust for workers compensationinformation.
To learn more about NCCI, please visit ncci.com.

Background
In response to COVID-19, NCCI collaborated with the Workers Compensation
Insurance Organization. The first step in
cases like this, where there is an event
with the potential for extraordinary
losses, is for the industry to collectively
establish an Extraordinary Loss Event
(ELE) code. Code 12 was established
for reporting claims attributable to
COVID-19 with accident dates of
December 1, 2019 and subsequent. In
addition, NCCI collaborated with the
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other WC bureaus to create a Nature
of Injury Code (83—COVID-19) and
Cause of Injury Code (83—Pandemic) to
identify COVID-19 claims. This process
is standard protocol and has applied
to situations such as major industrial
accidents, weather-related incidents,
and terrorism events.
In general, all ELE events are individually reviewed for potential handling in
ratemaking and experience rating—as
claims resulting from extraordinary
events may not be deemed to be predictive of future claims activity and their
inclusion may reduce year-to-year stability in loss costs/rates. As part of this
standard process, an assessment was
made to determine if COVID-19 losses
should be included in the experience
rating modification calculation.
Decision
Actuarial standards of practice require
that the actuary determine whether
historical losses may serve as an appropriate basis for estimating future costs.
With respect to the current pandemic,
it was concluded that losses related to
COVID-19 are unlikely to be a reliable
predictor of an insured’s future claims
costs.
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As a result, NCCI determined that
the purpose of the Plan would not be
met by including COVID-19 pandemic
claims in the experience rating calculation. Based on this decision, NCCI
submitted Item E-1407—Exclusion of
COVID-19 Claims From Experience
Rating and Merit Rating for regulator
approval.

ERCD stores the PDF determinations
and ownership-related correspondence
in an electronic mailbox for 180 days,
sending “new mail” notifications when a
determination has been completed that
impacts your company. Take the opportunity to update your processes today.

For additional information, please see
the COVID-19 Resource Center on
ncci.com or the Status of Item Filings
weekly circular.

The Risk History Report available in
Riskworkstation™ provides an excellent way to validate payroll and claim
information for both experience rated
and unrated businesses. To facilitate
an automated solution, the Risk History
Report can also be accessed via the
Web service.

ERM-14 Submission Simplified
In 2020, two important changes made
the process for submitting ownership
transactions even easier. First, the new,
much shorter, two-page format was approved by all states and implemented.
Second, Experience Rating Ownership
Submission (EROWN) adopted the new
form format to streamline the online
process.
If you have not had a chance to check
out the EROWN process, try it the next
time you need to submit an ownership
change. You will be able to collaborate
with your insured real time to quickly
complete the form. Once submitted,
the insured will receive an email notification to electronically sign the form.
The electronic signature automatically
sends the form to NCCI, providing a
touchless process from start to finish.
Affiliates can also receive all ownership determinations in an electronic
mailbox by signing up for Experience
Rating Correspondence Distribution
(ERCD). This free product stops the
hard copy mail pile up at the office.
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Risk History Report Is a “MustHave” Validation Tool

You can review current policy information about the insured, plus policy
cancellation and noncompliance details
from the past five years.

You can also compare five years of
estimated and audited payroll even if
you’re insuring this business for the
first time.
Loss information includes claim counts
sorted by class code and state. Indicators display if the claim is medical -only
or if the claim amount is less than $100.
To access a Risk History Report for a
risk, you must be the carrier of record
for that risk or have a valid letter of
authority on file.
Go to Riskworkstation™ on ncci.com
and click the Risk History Report tile to
start your validation!

Riskworkstation™ Tool Allows
“What-if?” Scenarios
Riskworkstation™ offers the ability to
create hypothetical “what-if?” scenarios using real-time calculations to
estimate the impact of changes on a
mod. Using the Test Mod option, you can
modify an existing worksheet or create
your own test worksheet from scratch
at no charge.
Here are some features of the Test Mod
option in Riskworkstation™:
• Access an existing worksheet and
add, edit, or delete items to calculate
a Test Mod
• Create a test worksheet from 		
scratch by entering specific criteria
• Merge worksheet data from
different businesses into a single
worksheet
• Upload data directly from a
spreadsheet into your test
worksheet
• Use the loss reduction option to
reduce individual claim amounts by
an amount you select
• Additional real-time calculations
include:
- Loss-free calculation with each
		Test Mod to review what the mod
		 would look like with zero losses
- Loss Analysis Report that provides
		 mod changes with incremental
		 increases and decreases in losses
• Access previously saved Test Mods
(within 14 days) to make additional
changes

Learn more by viewing the
Riskworkstation™ Test Mods
Overview—Webinar on Demand and
the Riskworkstation™ Overview—
Webinar on Demand from the Learning
Center on ncci.com.

NCCI’s Experience Rating Plan
Actuarial Research
In 2017, NCCI started a multiyear project to both comprehensively review the
performance of its Experience Rating
Plan (the Plan), as well as test various
plan alternatives.
Key preliminary findings from this ongoing review shared at NCCI’s Annual
Issues Symposium (AIS) 2019 include:
• For all states combined, the Plan
performs well
• Plan performance varies by industry
group
• A longer claim history (more than
the three years typically used in
experience rating) improves the
mod’s ability to predict future loss
ratios, especially for smaller insureds
• Adjusting medical-only losses makes
the mod more predictive

NCCI’s experience rating research is
ongoing and no changes to the Plan, if
any, will be considered until the review
is completed. For more information,
read the entire research paper Insights
From NCCI’s Experience Rating Plan
Review.

Expand Your Experience Rating
Knowledge
Interested in boosting your experience
rating skills? Visit the Learning Center
on ncci.com to check out our free
online webinars and microlearning
videos. Select the Experience Rating
or Microlearning series from the left
menu. You can also access microlearning videos from the image under the
What’s New category on the right. All
webinars and videos are listed by series, category, and in alphabetical order
for your convenience.
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Since the last edition of this newsletter,
five new microlearning videos were
published. These videos can be viewed
in 2 minutes or less:
• Introduction to Experience Rating
Ownership—Get an overview of
how a change in ownership may
affect the calculation of a mod
• Determination of Combinability—
Gain quick insight on how combinability is determined for experience
rating purposes
• Experience Rating Ownership
Submission—Learn how to submit a
change in ownership to NCCI
• What Fits on an Experience Rating
Worksheet?—Gain an understanding
of what fits in the experience period
of a mod calculation
• Claim Development and Mod
Revisions—This video provides
an overview of when a claim amount
appears on an experience rating
worksheet

In addition, Riskworkstation™ is our online solution that provides quick access
to experience rating information and
other invaluable resources. Click here
to access Riskworkstation™ webinars.
Be sure to also watch the Risk
Information video played during the AIS
Virtual 2020 preshow.
Happy learning!
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